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and soil. Detailed recommendations are
offered which, if implemented, have the
potential to improve farmers' welfare,
reduce environmental damage, alleviate
some of the pressure on scarce resources,
better prepare the sector for climate change,
improve food and nutrition security for the
poor, improve domestic market functioning
and position India to participate more fully
in agro-food global value chains.

AGRICULTURAL POLICY
1. Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development
Agricultural policies in India /
Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development.. - Paris: OECD, 2015.
292;
ISBN : 978-92-64-30232-7.
338.180954 Or3A Q5
50298

**1. Agricultural policy 2. Agriculture
market 3. Agricultural development
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
2.Electronic trading and blockchain:
Yesterday, today and tomorrow / by
Richard Sandor.. - New Jersey: World
Scientific, 2018. xxxiii,193;
ISBN : 978-981-3233-77-5.
332.6420285 Sa5E Q8
50283

Book Description: This report assesses the
performance of agricultural and food policy
in India and calculates a set of policy
indicators providing a comprehensive
picture of agricultural support. These
indicators, developed by the OECD, are
already used regularly in the analysis of the
agriculture and food sector in 51 OECD
countries and emerging economies and are
now available for India for the first time.
Government intervention in India is found to
provide both negative and positive support
to agriculture, with market and trade
interventions often depressing prices, while
subsidies to fertilisers, water, power and
other inputs incentivise their use. This
reveals the inherent difficulty in attempting
to secure remunerative prices and higher
incomes for farmers, while at the same time
keeping food prices low for consumers. The
report also points to policy-induced
pressures on natural resources such as water

Book Description: Trading floors in the 60s
and 70s involved hundreds of people
shouting bids and offers in multi-coloured
jackets standing next to each other in
different pits, gesticulating with their hands.
The decibel levels were extremely high, so
high that traders who traded every day had
hearing problems later in life. In 1980, the
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first widely used electronic trading
exchange was established.
On September 1, 1969, the California
Commodity Advisory Research Project
(CCARP) was formed and housed at UC
Berkeley. The project's first aim was to
examine the feasibility of an electronic, forprofit exchange. At the time, there were
only 12 exchanges worldwide, and none
were for-profit — or electronic. Read firsthand from Richard Sandor, the project
director and how CCARP was 20 years too
early for the financial world.

Book Description: With Section-wise
Analysis of Companies (Amendment) Act
2017 Incorporating Annotated Text of
Companies Act 2013 [As amended by
Companies (Amendment) Act 2017]. &
Rules framed there under Annotated text of
Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code 2016 as
amended by Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code
(Amendment)Act 2018.
*1. Companies act 2. Insolvency and
bankruptcy code
DIGITAL LIBRARIES

** 1. Business communication 2. BusinessData processing 3. BusinessCommunication systems 4. Electronic data
interchnage 5. Commodity exchanges

4. Re-Modelling of libraries in digital era:
Festschrift volume in honour of Prof. M.
T. M. Khan / edited by M.P. Singh. - New
Delhi: Ess Ess Publications, 2018.
Lviii,580;
ISBN : 978-93-87698-00-0.
025.00285 Si6R Q8
50318

COMPANIES ACT
3. Taxmann's
Companies act 2013 with rules: As
amended by companies (Amendment) act
2017 & Insolvency & bankruptcy code
(Amendment) act 2018 / Taxmann's.. - 9. New Delhi: Taxmann Publications (P.)
Ltd., 2018. Misc;
(Revised and updated May 2018) With
section-wise analysis of companies
(Amdt.) act 2017[Enforced w.e.f. 9.2.2018]
ISBN : 9789386882752.
346.5407 T19C Q8
50292

Book Description: This book is Festschrift
Volume in honor of Prof. MTM Khan,
(Retired) Professor and Head, Department
of Library and Information Science and
Dean, Faculty of Arts, Bundelkhand
University, Jhansi,(U.P) (India). The
Volume includes research papers, case
studies and technology updates of high
academic standards related to the theme
“Re-Modelling of libraries in the digital
Era”, contributed by top academicians and
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library professionals from with in the
country and abroad.
This Volume presents a holistic view of the
new digital library scene supported by a
wealth of international scenario going on
and is an essential guide to good digital
practice and techniques. This book makes an
effort to keep the reader up-to-date with
technological advances and discusses the
contributions made by many related
disciplines. We continue to benefit from the
ongoing learning opportunities that come
our way as a result of serious voluntary
engagement in the Information Science
discipline is huge and complex, and its
development
relies
heavily
on
multidisciplinary teamwork. The text is the
volume is based on major digital library
practices being used across the globe.

Book Description: Economists have
discussed extensively what to do to reform
the European Project and how, but have
been broadly silent on who and when.
Which institutions and rules are needed, and
when? This eBook shows that such
institutional questions, although seldomly
raised, are of fundamental importance for
the future of European integration.
**1. Financial institutions 2. European
integration 3. European institutions 4.
Monetary unions
ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
6. Putting consumers first: Essays in
honour of Pradeep Mehta / edited by
Sanjaya Baru. - New Delhi: Ess Ess
Publications, 2018, 352;
ISBN : 978-81-8257-260-7.
338.522 B28P Q8
50303

** 1. Digital libraries 2. Library
administration 3. Libraries-Information
technology 4. Library automation
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
5. Bretton woods, Brussels, and beyond:
Redesigning the institutions of Europe /
edited by Nauro F. Campos and JanEgbert Sturm.. - London: CEPR; 2018
x,158;
ISBN : 978-1-912179-14-5.
332.4566 C15E Q8
50297

Book Description: This volume is an
anthology of analytical essays edited by Dr.
Sanjaya Baru and penned by experts from
around the world on trade, regulation,
governance and other issues relevant to
economic policy. The volume has been
compiled in honour of Pradeep S Mehta,
founder Secretary General of CUTS
International on the occasion of his 70th
birth anniversary to commemorate his
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lifetime contribution to consumer welfare in
India and globally.

book interlinks the nexus between hidden
money, drug trafficking, serious crime, and
money laundering. The author delves into
detailed case studies of banks and financial
institutions to unravel the deep roots that
cause this scourge. The author also touches
upon financial secrecy laws and how they
encourage the laundering process.

**1. Economic integration 2. Trade 3.
Globalisation 4. Informal market 5.
World trade organisation (WTO)
BLACK ECONOMY
7. Kumar, B.V.

**1. Black economy 2. Tax havens 3.
Corruption 4. Money laundering

Underground economy: An insight into the
world of tax havens and money
laundering / by B.V. Kumar.. - New Delhi:
Konark Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 2017.
xv,389;
ISBN : 978-93-220-0886-4.
336.2416 K96U Q7
50304

POLITICAL SCIENCE
8. Election 2014: A complete
documentation and analysis of Indian
parliamentary election since 1952 / edited
by Tariq Ashraf. –Delhi: Bookwell, 2015
V.1: xv,498; V.2: xv,499-1158; V.3:
xv,1159-1926;
3Vs.
ISBN : 978-93-80574-71-4(set).
324.630954 As3E Q5.1-3
50308- 50310

Book Description: For any banking
institution, financial assets are their life and
blood. To attract money away from the
developed nations, banks and financial
institutions in tax havens necessarily offer
least stringent money laundering standards,
minimum tax liability and maximum
secrecy. As a corollary, this leads to a higher
risk of infiltration by criminal organizations
that seek financial secrecy to conceal their
assets. The banks and fiducial consultants in
tax havens assist their clientele through legal
instruments such as corporations and trusts.
From organized crime to tax havens, this

Book Description: The world's largest
exercise in democracy, India's sixteenth
general election, took nearly four weeks to
complete . Spread over nine stages, 543
constituencies,
8,251
candidates,
representing some 300 parties, competed for
the ballots of an electorate of 814 m eligible
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voters. In 8,30,866 polling stations,
17,20,080 simple, robust and apparently
tamper-proof electronic voting machines
were deployed. With a continent-sized
voters, India has learned to pull off virtually
flawlessly the
biggest,
eye-popping
democratic exercise with the kind of ease
that is a part of its new brand equity.
According to the Election Commission of
India, the electoral population in 2014 was
81.45 crores, the largest in the world. There
was an increase of 10 crores newly eligible
voters. At rupees35 billion, this was also the
longest and the most expensive general
election in the history of the country
excluding the expenses incurred for security
and individual political parties. Parties spent
nearly rupees 3.05 thousand crores (about
US$500 million) in the election, according
to the Centre for Media Studies. This is
three times the amount spent in the previous
election and is the world's second highest
after the US$7 billion spent on the 2012
U.S. presidential election. The 16th Lok
Sabha witnessed the highest-ever turnout in
the elections, that of 66.38%. In itself, the
turnout was a clear sign of the people crying
out for a change. To complete this
mammoth
exercise,
the
Election
Commission had to negotiate a long list of
potential obstacles when scheduling the
poll: it took school exams, holidays,
festivals, the harvest and even the monsoon
into account. The organisational challenge
of the polling was huge. The 2014 general
election in India has been projected to cost
about $5 billion, making it the costliest
election ever in India and the second most
expensive campaign in world history,
behind only the 2012 U.S. presidential
election, which cost some $7 billion,
according to the U.S Federal Election
Commission. The huge sum marks India’s
entrance into big-time election expenditures
as well as the emergence of sophisticated
Western-style campaigning, fund-raising
and the domination of social media in
politics.

The general election 2014 will also feature
one of the most ambitious security
undertakings ever in the subcontinent. , The
Ministry of Home Affairs mobilized some
200,000 security personal – comprising
175,000 paramilitary forces and 25,000 state
police officers – across the country to
protect polling station and safeguard
election result. In the last general election in
2009, the central government-provided
security deployment consisted of 120,000
personnel. This book is essentially a
documentation and record of entire election
process through which india passed to elect
as new government in year 2014..
** 1. Political science 2. Electoral systems
3. Elections
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
9.Learning while governing: Expertise and
accountability in the executive branch / by
Sean Gailmard and John W. Patty.. - USA:
University of Chicago Press, 2013.
viii,321;
ISBN : 9780226924410.
352.350973 G12L Q3
50281
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Book Description: Although their leaders
and staff are not elected, bureaucratic
agencies have the power to make policy
decisions that carry the full force of the law.
In this ground breaking book, Sean
Gailmard and John W. Patty explore an
issue central to political science and public
administration: How do Congress and the
president ensure that bureaucratic agencies
implement their preferred policies?
The assumption has long been that
bureaucrats bring to their positions
expertise, which must then be marshaled to
serve the interests of a particular policy.
In Learning While Governing, Gailmard and
Patty overturn this conventional wisdom,
showing instead that much of what
bureaucrats need to know to perform
effectively is learned on the job.
Bureaucratic expertise, they argue, is a
function of administrative institutions and
interactions with political authorities that
collectively create an incentive for
bureaucrats to develop expertise. The
challenge for elected officials is therefore to
provide agencies with the autonomy to do so
while making sure they do not stray
significantly from the administration’s
course. To support this claim, the authors
analyze several types of informationmanagement processes. Learning While
Governing speaks to an issue with direct
bearing on power relations between
Congress, the president, and the executive
agencies, and it will be a welcome addition
to
the
literature
on
bureaucratic
development.

REFERENCE ANNUAL
10. India, Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting
India: A reference annual 2018 / India,
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
- New Delhi: Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting, 2018. 748;
ISBN : 978-81-230-2738-8.
915.4 In2I Q8
DS50289

Book Description: India 2018- A Reference
Annual is a comprehensive digest of
country's progress in different fields. The
book deal with all aspects of developmentfrom rural to urban, industry to
infrastructure, science and technology to art
and culture, economy, health, defence to
education and mass communication. The
sections on general knowledge, current
affairs, sports and important events, are a
must read for comprehensive understanding
of these fields.

** 1. Public administration 2.
Governement accountability 3. Civil
services-United
states
4.
Executive
departments-United states

** 1. Reference annual
SEBI ACT
11. SEBI manual 2018 / Taxmann's.. - 32.
- New Delhi: Taxmann Allied Service (P)
Ltd, 2018. Misc;
3Vs.
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ISBN : 9789387957411(Set).
332.6402654 T18S Q8.1-3
50315- 50317

Portfolio Manager
Real Estate Investment Trusts
Registrar to an Issue/Share Transfer
Agents

VOL 3
 Securities Appellate Tribunal
 Securities Transaction Tax
 Settlement of Administrative and
Civil Proceedings
 Share Capital and Debentures
 Stock Broker/Sub-Broker with New
Master Circular dated 1-6-2018
 Sweat Equity
 Takeover Regulations
Underwriters with New Master Circular
dated 11-5-2018
Unfair Trade Practices
SEBI (Listing Obligations & Disclosure
Requirements) Regulations 2015 as
amended by SEBI (Listing Obligation &
Disclosure Requirements) (Amendment)
Regulations 2018

Book Description: VOL 1
 SEBI ( Issue of Capital and
Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations 2009
 SEBI Act 1992
 Securities Contracts ( Regulation)
Act 1956 with Rules/Regulations
 SEBI Rules/Regulations/Circulars&
Guidelines for
 Bankers to an issue
 Buy Back of Securities
 Collective Investment scheme
 Credit Rating Agency
 Custodian
 Debenture Trustees with New
Master Circular dated 9-4-2018
 Delisting of Securities
 Depositories
 Derivatives
VOL 2
SEBI Rules/Regulations/Circulars &
Guidelines for
 Foreign Portfolio Investors
 Forward Contracts
 Infrastructure Investment Trust
 Insider Trading
 Investor Protection
 Lead Managers
 Merchant Bankers
 Mutual Funds

**1. SEBI act 2. Securities contracts
act 3. SEBI rules 4. Corporate bonds
SOCIAL CONDITIONS
12. Krishna, Anirudh
Broken ladder: The paradox and the
potential of India's one billion / by
Anirudh Krishna.. - Haryana: Penguin
Random House, 2018. 382;
ISBN : 978-0-143-44273-8.
306.0954 K89B Q7
50282
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Book Description: In contrast to other
investigations, which have taken a top-down
view of the developments in the country,
Krishna presents a ground-up perspective,
delving into the lives of ordinary
individuals. Through decades-long research
conducted on the ground, living in villages
and studying slum communities, he reveals
the heartbreaking and eye-opening details of
missed opportunities and immense, but
untapped, talent which, if honed, can have a
significant impact on both growth and
equity.From presenting possible solutions to
the problems of neediness and inequity to
mulling over ways of fixing inequalities of
opportunity, The Broken Ladder is a
comprehensive
account
of
India’s
development strategies.

Book Description: Renowned economist
Isher Judge Ahluwalia addresses India's
urban issues Indian cities are desperately in
need of transformation.Whether it is the lack
of public parks, playgrounds for children,
easy and affordable means of public
transport, footpaths wide enough for
pedestrians to walk on, or indeed the basic
amenities of water and sanitation, our cities
and towns present a sorry sight. Urban
planning in our cities is conspicuous by its
absence with congested roads, chaotic
traffic, crowded commercial areas and
cramped housing as their hallmarks.On an
average, 25 per cent of India's urban
population lives in slums. This book
documents how things have gone from bad
to worse and how we have not seen the
worst yet. On the brighter side, it shows
glimpses of some cities solving their
problems and bringing about perceptible
improvements in the standards of living they
offer their residents. They are pulling up
their socks and transforming themselves,
and therein lies the hope that the rest of us
can shape up and learn from their example.

** 1. Social conditions 2. Economic
development 3. Economic history 4.
Poverty.
URBANIZATION
13. Ahluwalia, Isher Judge
Transforming our cities: Postcards of
change / by Isher Judge Ahluwalia.. Noida: Harper Collins Publishers, 2014.
xxiv,287;
ISBN : 978-93-5136-219-7.
307.12160954 Ah4T Q4
50311

** 1. Urbanization 2. City planning 3.
Infrastructure(Economics)
4.
Urban
economics
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2. Chhattisgrah, Govt of
Finance accounts 2016-17(2 Vs.With CD) / Chhattisgrah, Govt
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Living standards, poverty and inequality in the UK 2018 /
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ISBN : 978-1-912805-00-6.
339.460942 C86L Q8
50295
** 1. Poverty 2. Inequality 3. United Kingdom
4. Goa, Govt of
Appropriation accounts 2016-17 / Goa, Govt of. - Goa: Govt.
of Goa.
351.72310954799 G54A
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5. Goa, Govt of
Finance accounts 2016-17(2Vs.)./ Goa, Govt of. - New Delhi:
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